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Classes cancelled due to what
critics say could be the worst ice
storm of the decade.

Stephen Bates gets creamed by Molly Turner, Annie Huntington, Austin Doctor, Geneva Stegall, Walter Somerville and Andrew Mollenkoff

six inches of powdery snow, prompting some
students to seek refuge indoors and others
annie.huntington@covenant.edu to break out sleds, boogie boards, shopping
carts and Lay-Z-Boy recliners—anything they
Friday’s snowstorm, which was quickly could use to slide down a hill.
followed by an ice storm of epic proportions,
“Everybody got what they needed. I got to
shut down campus and caused the cancellation be an idiot in the snow. My roommate stayed
of Friday classes and sunday Church commutes, inside for three days straight,” said freshman
leaving students to busy themselves with Austin Doctor. Doctor was among the group
snowy shenanigans.
who constructed a sled ramp out of a rock on
Chaplain Aaron Messner announced the Sanderson Hill.
closing of the college at the end of chapel on
The snow was by far the dominant force
Friday. His announcement, which consisted in student activities on Friday, as evidenced
merely of a few words, was greeted with a by a quick perusal of Students’ Facebook
triumphal uproar from the students, who photos. Wintry-titled online photo collections
emptied the chapel in record time.
included, but were not limited to, “Ice, Ice,
Chattanooga’s promises of snow traditionally Baby,” “Snow like Saudi Arabia,” “Mobile
turn out to be nothing more than cold rain, but Uploads,” and “Snow :)” among others. A few
this time was an exception. The storm started students had more ironic album titles, such as
Friday afternoon and continued into the Joe Pearce, whose album, “a day at the beach,”
night, coating Covenant’s campus with about contrasted others, such as “The snow started

Annie Huntington

fallin’,” by Corey Snipes, which maintained a
more literal approach.
Friday night, a freezing rain transformed
the winter wonderland into a slightly more
dangerous land by coating every available
surface with a slick sheen of shiny ice. When
students awoke Saturday morning, they
discovered that trees, cars and even some
buildings were miraculously covered in a
glassy glaze.
“I think it’s funny that our first instinct when
we see things covered in ice is to take the ice…
and lick it. I got a stomachache Saturday from
all the ice I ate. It was irresponsible,” said
Molly Turner, freshman ice enthusiast.
The ice was not without drawbacks, however.
Residence Life advised students to avoid
driving and remain on the mountain Saturday
and Sunday, as road conditions were hazardous.
To offer an alternative to those missing church
because of the ice, various prayer and praise

services were held around campus on Sunday
morning.
Another downside of the ice is more
permanent. The arboreal death toll this
weekend was staggering. Trees around campus
paid the price for their icy beauty. One of the
sorest losses was the Chinese Elm between
Mac and Andreas. “We had to cut off a lot of
its branches. Its full grandeur will live on only
as a memory,” said grounds manager Robert
Heiskell’s work-study student, freshman
Stephen Bates.
The damage was not limited to Covenant’s
campus. Numerous accidents, including a
train derailment near Cummings Highway,
kept local authorities busy. The derailment,
which occurred at the base of Lookout
Mountain on Friday at 11 P.M., involved 30
of 134 cars full of mixed freight. One car hit
a rail side propane tank causing a small leak,
which was quickly patched by authorities.
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What Emeritus Covenant Debate Society Puts Itself on the Map
Means to Four
Covenant
Professors
Debate Society places in Communicator Classic Tournament and
looks towards Christian National
Tournament

by Nicole Mayberry nicole.mayberry@covenant.edu

Emeritus status enables retired
professors to continue involvement in Covenant community
by Jared McKee

jmckee@covenant.edu

Four recently retired professors, Professor
of Biblical and Theological Studies Ray Clark,
Professor of English Paul Hesselink, Professor of Sociology Jack Muller, and Professor
of Computer Science Doug Sizemore, were
honored with Emeritus status. Clark, Hesselink, and Muller are continuing to teach at
Covenant as adjunct faculty.
All four professors emeriti have served between 35 and 42 years on the faculty at Covenant. Jeff Hall, Vice President of Academic
Affairs, explained that they all have demonstrated “a level of personal sacrifice, commitment to the heart of the [college’s] mission,
and have touched the lives of thousands.”
Hall noted that instructors who have been
granted Emeritus status “have given wisdom
to the community” and have also served as
significant figures academically. Their roles as
teachers and scholars are positions that they
have held for a long time.
Further, he said, for most professors, “this
means serving as teacher at the college for
seven or more years.” However, “this requirement could change depending upon the level
of service a person gives to the college.”
And how do professors benefit from the
Emeritus position? The faculty handbook
notes that it is by the Emeritus title that professors receive recognition and honor for their
work. They also get access to library resources,
office space (whenever available), and stipends
for adjunct teaching.
Individual responses to the Emeritus status
have varied. Hesselink mentioned that continuing teaching as an Emeritus professor offers “renewed interaction with good students and old
friends on the faculty and an opportunity to earn
some money and postpone the day of tapping
into the retirement accounts. It gives me something meaningful to do with my time.”
Clark noted that, “The Emeritus status doesn’t
have much of anything to do with my teaching,
but the age and experience (43 years) certainly
does. I love to teach, and to just go ‘cold turkey’
SEE EMERITUS PAGE 3

Covenant College’s Debate Society proved
itself again at the Communicator Classic
Tournament hosted by Patrick Henry College in Purcellville, Virginia, on January 21-23.
Competing in the tournament for Covenant
were freshmen Grace Mullaney, Ragan Brock,
Susanna Griffith, and Sarah Swygard, junior
Luke Granholm, and sophomore Zach Robbins. There were 25 teams and 50 individual
competitors. Among these teams were groups
from top tier schools like Grove City, which is
ranked #1 out of 200 schools in the National
Parliamentary Debate Association.
Covenant also debated against Patrick Henry,
who have also placed well in national competitions and have a reputation for beating schools
like Harvard University and Oxford University.
Despite such tough competition, the Covenant Debate Society placed very high. Debating
in teams of two, Sarah Swygard and Luke Granholm placed 3rd overall, and Susanna Griffith
and Zach Robbins placed 9th overall.
In the individual rankings, Sarah Swygard
was ranked as the 7th place speaker, Susanna
Griffith as the 9th place speaker, and Zach Robbins as the 10th place speaker.
The Granholm/Swygard team was only outranked by two of the Grove City teams, and
they placed above the Patrick Henry team,
which placed 2nd in the National Tournament
last year. Covenant’s teams also consistently
outranked a majority of the Grove City teams.
In fact, at their last tournament at CarsonNewman, Covenant College was also offered an
invitation to the Georgia State Championship
from Gainesville State College.
Gainesville’s Director of Forensics was clearly

Classy young debators strike a pose during their trip to the Commuicator Classic at Patrick
Henry College in Purcellville, Virginia.
PHOTO BY ZACH ROBBINS

impressed by the young team, saying that, “recently we had the honor to travel to a tournament
at Carson-Newman, where I was very impressed
with a couple of teams from your school that I
judged there. We noticed that, shortly after forming your program in 2009 (that’s what I gather
from your website), you had the distinction of
NFA qualifiers, and the success you enjoyed at
Carson-Newman speaks for itself. I just wanted
to take some time to say welcome to the wonderful world of forensics, although it’s a year late and
although I just found out about Covenant (in a
big way) at Carson-Newman. Given the success
of your program we feel that a state parliamentary
debate championship in Georgia won’t truly be a
state Championship without Covenant.”
The Debate Society will also be attending the
Christian National Tournament at Cedarville,
March 5th-7th.
The Debate Society still has many challenges
ahead of them. Because they are considered a

club and not an academic program, they have
limited resources, no faculty advisor, and must
find a volunteer chaperone for each event.
Zach Robbins, the president of the Debate
Society, hopes that they will be able to be approved as an academic program. Doing so
would open up huge possibilities for Covenant
College. Having a sustainable academic program for the Debate Society would put Covenant on the map with other schools that have
forensic programs, tap into a new group of potential students, and build a good reputation
for the school’s pre-law program. Along with
the benefits to the college, the students in the
forensic program will continue to learn how to
communicate, argue, and support their ideas.
As Zach Robbins put it, “as Christians, we have
the most beautiful message. We should be able
to communicate it the most beautifully. Without
the education and practice necessary to prepare
for that, we’re leaving our culture behind.”

GOLF CART CRASHES BEHIND CARTER
by Andrew Shaughnessy
Last Wednesday, while most Covenant students were having lunch in the Great Hall,
freshman Brandon Gross, while at work-study,
crashed a Covenant golf-cart behind Carter
Hall.
“I turned around briefly to check on the
ladder I had in the back. The next split-second
I found myself over the curve, down the embankment, and in the woods,” Gross said.

“We had to pull it [the golf cart] out with the
boss’ [Robert Veal, a heating and air worker]
diesel truck,” said freshman Jase Gallagher, a
Facilities Services work-study student who arrived at the scene ten minutes after the wreck
occurred.
Thankfully, Gross was unhurt and the golfcart was undamaged after the accident.
“I did take a mighty big leap,” said Gross. “I
always wanted to fly, but never did I think it
would be in a golf cart.”

Faculty Quote of the Week
“Freud is sort of the wart on the rump of psychology.”
Prof. Kevin Eames, History and Systems of Psychology

CARTOON BY ANDREW SHAUGHNESSY

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu
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The Verdict
Yes... to sledding
with anything
imaginable.
No... to an icy
death literally
hanging over your
head.

Letters to the editor
are welcome!
Send them by email to bagpipe@
covenant.edu, with “Letter to the
Editor” in the subject line.
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
Box 689, 14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750
• Letters may be edited for clarity and
length.
• Letters should be signed with full
name, class standing, and declared
major, if applicable.
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The Food Must Go On!
Chartwells’ Emergency Plan along
with student workers ensure
Covenant students get fed over
snowy weekend
by Will Sunderland wsunderland@covenant.edu
Whether it be a burning train at the bottom
of Lookout Mountain or trees heavy-laden with
ice falling across roads, never fear, Chartwells
will still provide, thanks to the dedication
of John Armstrong, his fellow student workstudy workers, Chartwells Director Bob Agee,
and Assistant Director Greg Thibodeau.
As part of Chartwells’ emergencypreparedness plan, one work-study student
is on call if bad weather threatens. As snow
and ice began to accumulate on the mountain
Friday night, the emergency plan went into
action.
“We have enough single service items to
supply 3,000 to 4,000 students,” Chartwells
Director Bob Agee said. “Plus, we have
about three days supply of food along with
contingency plans for power outages and
equipment failures.”
Chartwells workers struggled to make it to
their homes down the mountain through the
snow and ice Friday night. Sophomore workstudy student John Armstrong was told that
he was in charge of making sure Covenant
students were fed breakfast the next morning.
“I had been warned that this might happen
on Thursday night,” Armstrong said.
At 6:45 a.m. Saturday morning, Armstrong
arrived at the Great Hall to begin getting
cold breakfast items together before the doors
opened at eight.
“We had bagels and other cold food items and
yesterday (Friday) the regular employees made
muffins and cinnamon rolls,” Armstrong said.
“So we put all that out and cut up some fruit.”

Emeritus Scholars Honored
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
would drive both me and my wife a little crazy.”
For Muller, “The Emeritus position is independent of how long you will continue teaching.” He said, “I will continue [teaching] as
long as I perceive God wants me to.”
Finally, for Sizemore, the Emeritus status is
an “honor and title that is given for distinctive
service.” He explained that although he will not
be at Covenant, the Emeritus status remains recognition for his 35 years of service to Covenant.
Overall, the Emeritus status remains an
honor. It is the highest recognition for the
service that these four Covenant professors
have provided to the college for many years.
“Ray Clark brought the Bible to life, Doug
Sizemore connected us to the computer age,
Paul Hesselink considered learning and wisdom as important in doing selfless work at
Covenant, and Jack Muller made social theory
applicable to consistent Christian thinking,”
Hall said. Even from this brief summary, it
is clear that each of these faculty members has
left his mark on the college and has exemplified the ideals of the Covenant community.

Sophomore work-study student Adam
Clason arrived at work early Saturday morning
as usual, except only Armstrong and one other
student worker were there.
“We were on our own for about two and
a half hours,” Clason said, wiping down the
kitchen after the lunch rush, obviously tired.
Freshman Jac Villagonzalo planned to
spend his snowy Saturday off work, in bed and
playing outside, but as snow turned to freezing
rain Friday night, Armstrong asked to him to
be on call to work in the morning.
“John called me at exactly 6:58 this morning,”
Villagonzalo said, laughing. “He was my alarm
clock.”
At 8 a.m. Saturday morning, Director Bob
Agee started up the mountain, dodging fallen
trees as he passed cars which had slid into
ditches along the road. Lookout Mountain
and Chattanooga police were preoccupied
with a train derailment on Cummings
Highway. Also, a sand truck had just begun
work on Lookout Mountain Roads. After
finding a tree completely blocking the road,
Agee abandoned his car and walked the last
half mile to campus.
“I arrived on campus about a quarter to
nine and we got the hot food out at about
10:15,” Agee said, sipping a Diet Coke as he
took a quick break from washing dishes and
preparing food. “We served about 300 to 400
students for brunch.”
Thibodeau arrived on campus and took
over operations for the Saturday evening meal,
relieving Agee and Armstrong, which gave
them a chance to rest before they repeated the
process on Sunday. “I’m not Greg,” Armstrong
said with a smile.
Even if he’s not Greg, Armstrong’s service
and that of his fellow workers is reason enough
for making Chartwells’ slogan “The Food
Must Go On!”

From the Senate
Networking for the “Real World” is
the focus of upcoming event by
Senate and Career Center.
by Alex Anderson aanderson@covenant.edu
I do not want to be the bearer of bad news,
but we will all have to find jobs when we finish our time at Covenant. In today’s economy
it is hard to find a single person who will be a
“company man” their entire career; the average
person switches vocations three or four times
in their lifetime. This is an intimidating prospect as many of us are on the cusp of being
thrust into the “real world”. There are certain
things we can be doing now, however, to fight
intimidation and prepare for this change.
One key way to prepare for an unpredictable job market is to network. While career
opportunities change and certain jobs become obsolete, well-cultivated friendships
and business relationships last a long time.
Social networking expands your contact base
and broadens your knowledge about a variety
of professions and career paths; moreover, it
equips you with the sought after employment
asset of being a people-person, who can act
personably and professionally in a variety of
contexts. In other words, effective social networking can set you ahead of the pack.
On February 11th, Student Senate and the
Career Center are hosting the Networking
Reception to give students the opportunity to
make connections with business leaders and
other professionals from the Chattanooga
area. Many of you have already submitted
your RSVP, and for those of you that will not
be able to attend I would encourage you to
meet Anthony Tucker and Leda Goodman in
the Career Center. It is never too early to be
thinking of the next step into the “real world”,
and the Career Center is here to help with
that transition. Do not wait until it is too late.
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SHERLOCK HOLMES

NEW FILM UPDATES ORIGINAL

PHOTO VILLAGE ROADSHOW PICTURES

Sam Townes
peter.townes@covenant.edu

Sherlock Holmes is the latest from one
of our generation’s primary purveyors of
cool, Guy Ritchie (excluding the whole
Madonna thing). Ritchie’s films are
typical of the contemporary smart-ish
action film—a thousand cuts a minute,
witty exchanges in lieu of conversations,
complete with sort-of-surprise endings.
Understandably, many Holmes lovers were
apprehensive about ‘Itchy Trigger Finger’
Ritchie adapting the deliberate, cerebral
character of Sherlock Holmes to the silver
screen. The most recent film version does
little to assuage the fears of such Holmes
purists, I’m afraid.
The plot of the movie is typical Conan
Doyle material, at least thematically.
A shadowy nemesis of Holmes, Lord
Blackwood, is perpetrating a sinister plot,
seemingly with the aid of supernatural
forces. But wait, isn’t Holmes a unswerving
rationalist?
Conflict! That pretty much covers the
plot. That isn’t necessarily a mark against
the film, however. Insofar as I can tell,
this is true to the core of Doyle’s novels.
After all, how many different types of
crimes are there to solve? Detective stories
are primarily about the person doing the
solving.

Fortunately, Robert Downey Jr. does
an admirable turn as the lead character,
infusing the hero with a physicality lacking
in previous iterations while still managing
to preserve the double-edged neuroticism
of Doyle’s original. Ritchie’s Sherlock is a
capable fighter who relies on his wit as much
as his reflexes, obsessively analyzing every
weakness in his opponent before striking.
This approach allows Holmes to be a more
contemporary hero, while maintaining his
power as primarily intellectual.
Jude Law is also solid as reluctant sidekick
Dr. Watson, whose impending marriage
has left him even more reluctant than usual.
It’s a real testament to his acting abilities
that he manages, inasmuch as it is possible,
to disguise the fact that he is better-looking
than Downey. Had he failed to do this he
would have ruined the traditional Holmes/
Watson dynamic. I still have no idea how
Law pulls this off, and can’t help but feel
that it’s the one supernatural occurrence
which the movie fails to explain.
The purists I referenced earlier may
object to modernizing the character of
Holmes, but I feel Doyle himself would
have made the same modifications, were he
writing now.
The Holmes stories are works of populist
fiction, not refined literary diamonds.
Doyle wrote specifically for his audience,
and was known to change plot details or
even write new novels at the behest of his

readers. While it might make some critics
feel soothingly intellectual to characterize
Guy Ritchie as a dumb-dumb unsuited for
the material, a much stronger case can be
made for the fact that he is an entertainer
in the same vein as Doyle. Both artists
work in the primary popular medium
of their day, and both seem to have an
uncanny knack for providing better-thanaverage entertainment which the average
person can enjoy.
I like to think of Ritchie’s movies as a
happy medium between mindless action
films and more demanding works of art,
mindless entertainment for those of us who
don’t actually want mindless entertainment.
While the film might not be cerebral, it’s
certainly clever (I laughed loudly and
often. Sometimes by myself ). The movie
stays faithful to the surreal and dreary
tone of the novels, although the pacing is
ratcheted up significantly. The speed of the
movie actually compliments the workings of
Holmes’ relentless brain, with frequent cuts
and all. Sherlock Holmes is, as far as I can tell,
a fair extrapolation from the novels.
As an aside, some of my fellow
moviegoers have claimed that the plot was
a mite predictable. In some sense this is
true. It wasn’t terribly difficult to divine
how the movie would end. This diminished
little of the entertainment value for me, as
I’m a firm believer in the journey being
the destination. Even if you guess the

movie’s ending, you couldn’t possibly guess
everything that happens along the way,
and those events are of equal importance.
Judging movies by the predictability of the
last few scenes is only appropriate if the
point of the movie is to blindside you, and
very few plots aim to do this (should any?).
Putting a few deviations in the plot
hardly qualifies as an attempt at a twist
ending, and guessing the ending of a movie
hardly qualifies you as a narrative sleuth. If
anything, it just means that you have a
facile understanding of what makes a film
good. Most movies and narratives, serious
or not, are about what happens along the
way. Guess at endings if you will, but don’t
make it the standard by which you judge
a movie.
Guy Ritchie’s Sherlock Holmes is a
gripping modernization of a beloved tale
which ought to draw a good number of its
viewers to the original stories. While the
modifications may be too much for some,
Ritchie merely updates aspects of the story
to make it more accessible to contemporary
viewers. Conan Doyle was a populist author,
and Sherlock Holmes is a populist cinematic
interpretation of his work—and a fair one
at that. To hear some critics, you would
think Ritchie had turned The Old Man and
the Sea into Pirates of the Caribbean. While
far from a perfect film, Sherlock Holmes
succeeds at what it aims to be: an engaging
detective story.
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WKLT Scots Radio
More than just a few letters.
by Andrew Chase achase@covenant.edu
For most of you, WKLT is probably a string of
four random letters with no meaning attached to
them, but for just a few, these letters stand for Covenant College’s little known online radio station.
Even if you know of Scots Radio online streaming
or have bravely ventured beyond the link to Banner or your email account on Covenant intranet
page, it is almost certain that the number of you
who have “tuned in” is little if not entirely negligible. Although the chances that you’ve heard of
Scots Radio might be few, the odds are favorable
that someone you know has or is currently broadcasting their own personalized show.
Do you know any student artists like John Michael Foreman, Dave Connis, Brandon Snipes, or
Morgan Bayer? These are some of the student artist live sessions currently streaming on wklt.covenant.edu. WKLT Scots Radio is not only a place
for people to express their common interest, but
also a viable medium for any interested parties to
share their creative talents or music-oriented side
with the student body. A week from now, no one
will be able to claim that they have never heard of
WKLT. It is up to you, the reader of this article, to
be the enlightened, better informed person.
Are you tired of your iTunes music library or
sick of letting top 40 radio stations dictate what
enters your ears? If so, tune in to wklt.covenant.
edu for streaming of your fellow students’ personalized shows, which feature an eclectic mix of music ranging from less-than-well-known alternative
bands to more easily recognizable hits.
Another appropriate question is whether you
enjoy your 9-11 p.m. once a week practical service
job, consisting of washing outside windows even
if it’s raining, or if you’re lucky, maybe a two hour
stint driving the trash truck. Unless you find this
enjoyable, WKLT offers an alternative in the form
of giving its participating DJ’s fulfillment of their
practical service requirements. There are limited
spots available, so if you are interested in acquiring practical service through WKLT or are a student artist craving an audience, please email wklt@
covenant.edu or contact Andrew Chase at achase@
covenant.edu.
From now on WKLT should resonate not as a
meaningless string of letters but a student organization to be grouped with the likes of The Bagpipe,
Tartan, and The Thorn. Once again, stay tuned weekly for freshly recorded shows and student artist series.

SIGUR ROS LEAD SINGER
RELEASES AMBIENT ALBUM
Jónsi og nýtt albúm Alex er meira
minnir á eldri umlykur Sigur Rós
hljóð. It’s in Islandic. Probably not
a very good translation, but, you
know, whatever.
by Joe Dodd

jdodd@covenant.edu

Sigur Ros is known for their own brand
of dreamy post-rock soundscapes. A string
arrangement behind Jónsi Birgisson’s
ethereal vocals, and the band’s uplifting
instrumentation are characteristic of their
work. The last two Sigur Ros releases, 2007’s
Hvarf-Hiem double E.P. and 2008’s Með
suð í eyrum við spilum endalaust, have been
consistent in this, but it hasn’t been since
2002 that the band has explored a more
ambient sound.
On July 20, 2009, Birgisson’s anticipated
side project, Riceboy Sleeps, was released.
The album is the effort of Birgisson and
partner Alex Somers. The single “Daniell and
the Sea” was available for streaming on the
Riceboy Sleeps Myspace as early as 2008. At
the time Riceboy Sleeps was merely a vague
mist as one floated through the seven minutes
of “Daniell.”
Now, to hear the album in its entirety
CDN.BUZZNET.COM
is to hear something quaint and sincere,
consisting of nine tracks of bliss. At just over
an hour long, there is never more than a with a single held note. This is by far one of valleys surrounding Covenant College. All
slight, simple piano, or a powerful droning the most powerful moments of the album.
would be in slow motion to give the viewer a
string arrangement to guide the listener.
“Indian Summer” is not the only track on chance to absorb the moment.
Each track is one piece of the puzzle, and the the album to accomplish such complexity.
Riceboy Sleeps leaves the listener feeling
entire album is a powerful work in its scope. The other tracks go about things in a different emotionally drained, but it also provides a
On the third track “Indian Summer,” way. “Boy 1904,” the shortest track at 5:03, cathartic experience.
Birgisson’s ethereal voice makes an appearance. features a choir that rises and falls. After 3:10,
Jónsi & Alex prove that moments in life
This is not until after 3:30 when the song fades the track all but completely fades, leaving the this powerful are by nature and inception
to a single, far-off piano. A string crescendo listener to rest after a powerful three minutes. both sincere and simple. In Riceboy Sleeps,
slowly lifts the song to mountainous heights It is as if the track has glided along to gently they slowly creep up on the listener. After
and Birgisson’s voice fades in. Birgisson’s settle in a valley.
listening to the full 68 minutes, it is hard to
voice continues to rise with the strings as
Nearly every track could accompany an see life in the same way. There is truth and
multiple parts are layered together. There equally powerful film. The images might beauty on Riceboy Sleeps, and Jónsi & Alex
are no words, only long cascades of breath- consist of long drives, a group of children present it to us in the simplest, yet most
like vowel sounds, ending, as the strings fade, at play, or an aerial fly-over of the hills and powerful way possible.
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Giving Arminianism a Chance
by Matthew Baddorf mbaddorf@covenant.edu
I am a Calvinist and have become more of
a Calvinist as a result of my education here,
but I am disturbed by some of the ways we
defend Calvinism—specifically, some ways
we characterize Arminians. By Arminians,
I mean Christians who believe that God
does not determine the choices that humans
make (although he does know them in advance).
I’d like to defend them from the unfair
accusation that the Arminian view implies
that we (partly) save ourselves, and therefore allows the ‘boasting in works’ that Paul
abhorred. But does their view really give us
reason to be proud? (This is a separate idea
from the view that it does lead to pride; certainly, wicked men who want to gratify their
pride may try to take refuge in Arminianism, but we should not assess a view by its
perversion.) Arminianism does not give us a
basis for being proud for two reasons.
First, being justifiably proud of a decision requires being worthy of praise for it.
We don’t, however, ascribe praise to someone who makes an obvious choice. So, for
example, someone who chose a great sum
of money over a lesser sum isn’t worthy of
praise and wouldn’t be entitled to be proud
of their decision. Think about it: would you
think it right to boast to yourself that you
successfully decided to pick a million dollars
over a hundred if I offered you one or the
other? I hope not.
But according to our Lord, someone who
accepts the Kingdom of God is in a position very like a person who gives up a lesser
amount of money for a greater. Take the parable of the treasure in the field (Matt 13:44).
This parable illustrates that the choice to accept the Kingdom is what we would call a
no-brainer. The only reason we could have
difficulty with it is because we’ve been blinded by our sin—choosing the treasure is only
something to write home about because of
the generosity of the Giver, not the cleverness of the recipient.
My second argument rests on a distinction
familiar to Calvinists between doing and allowing. We use a version of this distinction

EVENTS CALENDAR
Upcoming events at and around Covenant
Covenant College
Culture Fest
February 5 at 7 p.m. in the Chapel

Red Rave for Haiti
February 6 at 9-11 p.m. in Brock Basement. $2.

Career Services’ Networking Reception
February 11, 4:30-6:30 p.m. in Carter Lobby

Love Slam Concert featuring The Tough Customers and The Distribution
February 13 at 8 p.m. in the Great Hall

Downtown
Joseph Arminius, the founder of Arminianism.

when we say that God doesn’t actively decree but only permits sin—therefore ensuring that God is not the author of sin. Imagine we are walking together down the steps
in Mills. Suppose I slip, and you reach out
your arm and catch me, preventing me from
falling. Now, if I tried to prevent you from
helping me, I would be culpable for any
harm I suffered as a result of rejecting your
help. If I do nothing to hinder your efforts,
however, I don’t for that reason deserve any
praise. This is how the most responsible Arminians view their role in salvation. They
characterize their role not as a choice to
actively accept God, but as a choice not to
resist the Spirit. They would say that the
fact that their permission is necessary for
salvation doesn’t make them responsible for
it any more than God’s permission of sin
means God is the author of sin.
I think Calvinism is, on balance, the most
philosophically and hermeneutically cogent
theology. But saying that we are the only
Christians whose theology can affirm that
salvation is of the Lord’ is simply false.

Spectacular Chinese New Year Celebration at Creative Discovery Museum
February 6, 2010 at 12 p.m. (www.chattanoogabridge.com)

Opening Reception for “Hot Mess” at Association for Visual Arts
February 5, 2010 at 5:30 p.m. (www.chattanoogabridge.com)

Moon Taxi with Underhill at Rhythm & Brews
February 6, 2010 at 10 p.m. (www.chattanoogabridge.com)

Ocean is Theory at The Warehouse
February 9, 2010 at 7 p.m. (ww.eventful.com/chattanooga)

Leticia Wolf CD Release Party at Rhythm & Brews
February 10, 2010 at 9:30 p.m. (www.chattanoogabridge.com)

The Tivoli Theatre
CSO Masterworks: Rimsky-Korsakov Scheherazade
February 4-5, 2010 at 8 p.m. (www.chattanoogasymphony.org)

The Opera Show
February 6 at 8 p.m.

Broadway Productions Presents CABARET
February 9, 2010 at 7:30 p.m.

Big Band Fever
February 12, 2010 at 8 p.m.

Hunter Museum of American Art
(every first Sunday is free admission)
Exhibitions:
“Jellies: Living Art” May 15th (2009) - 26th, 2011
“Twenty Original American Etchings” Sep 21st (2009) - Dec 31st, 2010
“Themes of Identity” Dec 6th (2009) - Apr 25th, 2010

Let us know what’s going on! E-mail events to anna.phillips@covenant.
edu or anna.wiersema@covenant.edu
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Is Edward Cullen the Next Prince Charming?
Why do girls obsess over
vampires? Has culture transformed the current romantic
psyche? Does the latest mindset
about Edward Cullen prove that
love still exists?
by Erika Forland erika.forland@covenant.edu
Guys, are you tired of hearing about
Twilight’s Edward Cullen from your girl
friends? Are you the girl who finds herself criticizing other girls for being shallow enough to obsess over fictional vampires? Perhaps you are the girl who dreams
of Edward Cullen constantly. Whatever
your view is, it is undeniable that America is obsessed with Edward Cullen. I believe that this obsession stems from the
morphed view of Prince Charming that
women have developed.
There has always been a Prince Charming for little girls to dream about. In the
past, girls dreamt of a knight who would
fight for the honor of marrying his lady.
She dreamt of a lord who would bring
her into the high life and provide for her
every whim. She dreamt of a soldier who
loved her so much that he’d do anything
to come home to her. She dreamt of a pop
singer who would serenade her over the
radio.
However, that was in the past. Girls are
no longer dreaming of the perfect man.
They no longer dream of brave knights,
rich lords, soldiers or charismatic pop
stars. Some people think the modern view
of true love is deteriorating. However, I believe modern romance has been morphed

enough by our culture that Edward Cullen
can be declared the next Prince Charming.
Like the traditional Prince Charming,
Edward does have super-human strength,
is physically attractive, and defends his
woman when necessary. However, Edward
is also dangerous, morally ambiguous,
mysterious, stubborn, and unpredictable.
He is vulnerable, fallen, and often uncertain of himself, which dichotomizes the
strength and beauty that he portrays on
the outside. Though Edward saves Bella
many times, he also needs to be saved.
He admits to his weakness for her and he
finds emotional stability when he is with
her. Girls are prone to accept the vulnerability of men because of their emotional
acuteness. However, girls are also beginning to see themselves as emotional saviors in relationships as much as men once
were saviors in the old fairytales. While
men were fighting for women in the past,
women are now doing the same for men in
emotional ways.
Another reason why Edward is so captivating to today’s girl is that he denies
part of himself to be with Bella. Many
girls dream of having this affect on today’s
men, who are so often non-committal and
emotionally turbulent. Most girls I know Have you ever wondered why so many girls are in love with Twilight’s Edward Cullen? It’s certainly not
consistently find themselves ignoring the his sparkling face.
warnings of friends and believing that a PHOTO BY THE INSIDER ONLINE
man will change for the right girl, and they
obviously think the right girl is always but he is the reality of our changing world. a man that lives in the shadows: a man
themselves. Girls want to believe that they Girls will take the moral ambiguity and who may or may not deny the dark secrets
can be the inspiration for a man’s change mysteriousness of men like Edward with of inadequacy, sinfulness, and emotional
towards becoming a committed, loving, the hope that they will be transformed struggle. However many girls today are
and unashamed companion.
by love to become faithful, loving men. willing to take a chance on Edward CulEdward Cullen as Prince Charming may Love’s first kiss is no longer coming from a len, to find out whether or not true love
be a “step down” in the history of princes Prince on a white horse, but instead from still exists.

THE POINT OF THE KNIFE: PART TWO
by Elsie Marshall emarshall@covenant.edu

servants a few questions?”
“Quite,” Sir Eustace readily agreed. “But
Last week… Sir Eustace Barrow discov- I would like to do most of the questionered that a certain knife of his was missing. ing. You see, I believe that someone in the
Dismayed, he announced the loss to his din- house stole the knife.”
ner guests and called for the police. Inspector
Inspector Spratt cocked his head. “And
Spratt’s elongated stature gave him cause to what makes you think that?”
doubt, but the Inspector offered his services
With a flourish, Sir Eustace presented a
with confidence.
folded piece of paper on which was written
***
in block print: LOOK TO YOUR OWN—
Inspector Spratt and his subordinate re- THE THIEF IS NEAR.
turned the next morning to begin investi“Very curious,” muttered Inspector Spratt.
gations.
“This was left on my desk last week,” said
“Of course, we’ll need to do a preliminary Sir Eustace, “And I confess I didn’t take it
search of the house and grounds,” Inspec- seriously. However, I’ve not shown it to
tor Spratt told Sir Eustace Barrow, as he sat any one. Now if you were to interrogate, it
comfortably in the latter’s study. “And to might make the thief feel accused. I mean
help us along, perhaps you could give us to ask a few questions that will set them at
a description of just how the knife looks.”
their ease, so that they inadvertently give
“Certainly,” said Sir Eustace, eager to get us information.”
the inspection underway. “The blade is
Inspector Spratt lit his pipe and settled
about five inches, and the handle is made back. “A clever plan. Very well, I’ll be the
of lapis lazuli.”
audience.”
“Thank you,” said Spratt. “Now, while
Five minutes later Phineas Craston, the
Sergeant Commins organizes his men to butler and head of the servants, stood besearch, perhaps you and I should ask the fore his employer with an air of dignified

sulkiness.
“Craston,” said Sir Eustace, “I have a few
questions to ask you about my missing
knife.”
“I haven’t seen it,” Craston said promptly.
Sir Eustace stiffened at the interruption.
“When was the last time you did see it?” he
asked.
“I have never seen it. Miss Smith is the
one to ask—she cleans the Blue Room,”
Craston replied. “Shall I tell her you wish
to speak to her?”
“Immediately.” Sir Eustace dismissed him.
***
Eliza Smith knocked and entered timidly,
eyes downcast.
“Eliza,” said Sir Eustace in a firm tone,
“Mr. Craston tells me that you clean the
Blue Room?”
“Yes sir,” whispered Eliza.
“Now I’m sure you have all been gossiping about my stolen property. Tell me,
when was the last time you saw my knife?”
“Which one?”
“Don’t be a fool. The one that’s been stolen.”

Eliza trembled. “I don’t know which one
has been stolen, sir.”
“The blue-handled one.”
“I’m sure I don’t know, sir,” Eliza answered. A few tears slid down her cheeks
and fell to the carpet.
“Very well, you may go,” said Sir Eustace
impatiently. As Eliza left, he turned to the
Inspector. “Eliza is a great favorite of Lady
Barrow’s. The trouble is, any one of them
could have slipped in there and stolen it,
from the time I saw it yesterday morning
to the time when I didn’t see it last night!”
“The servants, you mean?” asked Inspector Spratt. “But perhaps it wasn’t one of
them. Exactly who was present last night
at dinner?”
“Well, Lady Barrow of course, and her
cousin Hollingsworth, who is staying with
us; Arthur Blakeley, a family friend up
from London; and Mr. and Mrs. Grey, our
nearest neighbors.”
“I would like to meet them,” said Spratt.
“Well! Excellent! I’ll invite the Greys back
to dine tonight, and you shall.”
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THE SPORTS UNITE
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GIRLS FROM VARIOUS SPORTS COME TOGETHER TO CREATE A WOMEN’S JV BASKETBALL TEAM

Sophomore Kristin Dahlstrand, a varsity volleyball
player, reaches for a loose ball in a JV girls basketball game against Toccoa Falls College.

Junior Erica Vaughn for Covenant’s JV girls’ team on
January 21.

by Adrienne Belz
adrienne.belz@covenant.edu

A varsity volleyball player sets a basketball
in a corner while another girl kicks the orange
ball rolling towards her feet. However, this is
not volleyball or soccer practice. These girls are
preparing for a women’s JV basketball game.
Three varsity volleyball players, five soccer
girls, and other athletes came together to play
two games against Toccoa Falls on January 16
and 21.
Three of these girls had never played organized basketball before.
Tami Smialek, women’s basketball coach and

Director of Athletics, had anticipated a girls JV
team coming together for a full season this year.
When she couldn’t pull together enough players,
she offered two games to two senior varsity soccer girls, Adrienne Saxon and Joy Cain. Both
wanted to revive JV girls basketball.
Saxon and Cain spun the idea into action
late last semester. They pulled together twelve
girls and picked up the games intended for the
official JV team, according to Smialek. Smialek
didn’t want to drop the two games even though
she had canceled the rest of the schedule.
The group of girls gathered for two consecutive weeks to practice and play. They practiced
and fought hard in their first game. Covenant
lost 59-28, but by the second game last Thurs-

day, the girls had gathered some strength and
only lost by seven.
Senior Anna Lueck, a forward on Covenant’s
varsity soccer team, who had never played organized basketball before, scored a three-pointer
in the first game.
The eclectic nature of the group of athletes
added to the fun, according to Saxon, who says
that soccer girls and volleyball girls don’t always
interact that much. The group had fun getting
to know girls from other sports. The girls borrowed uniforms and even pairs of shoes from
the varsity basketball team.
The devoted athletes spent two weeks practicing with girls from different sports to create
a more laid-back environment, according to

Senior Adrienne Saxon, one of the founders if this
year’s JV girls basketball team, drives to the hoop
in the January 21 game.

Cain. One fun moment, according to Cain, was
when senior Becky Galage pulled out a “dumpy
old trophy” from when she played basketball
in elementary school. She led the team with an
inspirational talk, Cain said, and wanted the
trophy to be their motivating tool for success.
Covenant hasn’t had a women’s JV basketball
team for a few years. Few players were interested, according to Saxon, citing the reason for
its demise.
Smialek wants to rebuild the girls JV team
for next year’s season. She’s been discussing the
idea with current students who are interested,
as well as prospective freshmen. Saxon hopes
that, no matter what, a tradition of some kind
will continue.

Covenant Warms up for Baseball with addition of new Coach
by Mitch Prentis mitch.prentis@covenant.edu
& Greg Steele greg.steele@covenant.edu
As the weather begins to warm around
Covenant, the snow melts and the smells of
spring begin to fill the air, it can only mean
one thing—Baseball Season.
The Scot’s Head Coach Doug Simons is excited about the team of players that he has assembled this season.
“I think the biggest thrill that I have is the
guys that we have out there. I just feel that
they are good fits at Covenant. They’re guys
that we want in this program,” said Simons.
The arrival of new Assistant Coach Craig
Kleinmann is the other excitement of the season.
Kleinmann brings great baseball experience.
He was the head baseball coach at King college
for seven years, then went to Mississippi State,
worked on a Masters in turf management, and
for the last three years he’s worked as Lee University’s pitching coach.
Kleinmann’s experience as Pitching Coach
will be a treat for the Covenant Bullpen, as they
have never had an Assistant Coach. Coach Simons thinks this will be a great help to the team.
In addition to baseball knowledge, Kleinmann
brings to Covenant an expertise in athletic turfs.
“He knows the science behind what happens

underneath the grass and the root system and all,”
commented Simons.
For a fairly small program, the most impressive aspect of Covenant baseball may be the
wealth of coaching staff. The Scots enjoy a
head coach and five assistants, of which five
of the six have either been head coaches at the
college level, or have played professional baseball themselves. In a league that is typically
plagued by a lack of coaching experience—being either underdeveloped or spread too thin.
The Scots have no such worries.
This year’s season promises to be especially
out of the ordinary. With a fairly young team in
transition between the NCAA and the NAIA,
the Scots will be faced with a hodgepodge of
opponents from their former NAIA conference
and their new Division III NCAA opponents.
Due to the Scots position between leagues,
they will not be able to play in either the NAIA
or the NCAA post-season. The Scots will compete in the NCCAA post-season instead.
The most difficult games for the Scots this
year, according to Simons, will be against
Union College and Tennessee Wesleyan, both
of which have been nationally ranked in the
past. Also, Coach Simons foresees Berry College as the Scots newest rival. Berry went to
the College World Series last year, and is re-

turning with a good amount of their team.
“They’re going through the same transition
we are, going to Division 3. They’ve lost a
couple key guys, but they’ve retained most of
their team. They’ll be a big game for us, too,”
Simons said.
The Scots players are positive about the upcoming season as well. They have some key
additions to the team, such as third baseman
James Rollins, a sophomore who transferred in
from Tennessee Temple.
“We’re not an especially deep team, but if we
stay healthy, we’ll be fine,” Rollins said.
The Scots are not shaken by the fact that they
have a young team with only five returning starters.
“We’re looking forward to the impact of our
returning players and looking for our new
guys to step up,” says freshman pitcher Brian
Simons. “It’s going to be a good year.”
The players are also excited about their
new pitching coach. “He’s a great addition
to the team because he [Kleinmann] will allow Coach Simons to focus on the team as a
whole,” Rollins said.
Brian Simons commented on the baseball knowledge Kleinmann brings to the team. “He’s a former
head coach, so he knows a lot about the game.”
“He’s just a great guy, a real class act,” said
Matthew Bazzel, a freshman catcher.

New Assistant Coach Craig Kleinmann adds expereince and wisdom to the Scots baseball
PHOTO BY GARRETT REID

The Scots officially began practice on Monday, January 25, but have been working all offseason long on their own to stay sharp. The
Scots will kick off their season with a doubleheader against Alice Lloyd College on February 13 at noon.

